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Renowned for its clear prose and no-nonsense emphasis on core concepts, Statistics covers

fundamentals using real examples to illustrate the techniques.The Fourth Edition has been carefully

revised and updated to reflect current data.
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I used this textbook for a graduate level political science seminar. The authors treat the reader as

though they have absolutely no knowledge of stats and were dragged kicking and screaming to a

stats course, which in this case is exactly what happend. I think the fact that it doesn't try and beat

the reader over the head with statistical jargon and that the examples the book uses have "some"

relation to real life concepts like height and income for example. That said, I think sometimes the

book goes a little too far in simplifying things where they shouldn't be. Still I think if you need a text

that can go into statistical concepts without inducing a migrane, this book is a good choice.

Excellent price for the eTextbook, PLUS no carrying around a massive textbook in a bag or locker.

You can annotate, make flashcards, etc. with this textbook digitally. Now I can essentially "take it

anywhere" without it physically being there. It is exactly like the real book, just better.



Comparatively great book - the best I've read so far. I enjoy the immediate start with examining

medical studies and marrying up statistical explanations with real life examples. Another excellent

feature = answers to the problems at the end of the chapter. One must test his/her understanding

and play with the statistical tools to gain mastery. How is that possible without checking your work?

This is a severe deficiency in other textbooks.

I purchased this book for my Statistics course and I'm glad we use this book. It's so easy to

understand because everything is explained thoroughly. They have lots of real-life explanations and

examples. I've missed class a few times but this book makes it easy to make up the missed

lessons! I'm very happy with this purchase!

This was a recommended book for my son's Statistics class. Since it wasn't a required book, I didn't

want to pay $80-100 for it. This version, however, was affordable and I really like its examples. It

took about 2 weeks to arrive and was in new condition. I'm am happy with it.

It's for a class.Textbook is better than other statistic textbooks out there.Recommend the

international version though. Much cheaper.

One of the most addictive textbook I read so far. Easy to understand as well as practical.

This book is very helpful as an introduction to basic statistic knowledge. It worths the money.
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